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ABSTRACTS OF LECTURES

(joint wi th

R.C.JAMES:, A counter-example to the l{-prOblem.

A counter-example is gi ven for the 'conjecture that each nan-

'-reflexive ~8nach space haB three-dimensional subspaces nearly

isometrie to I? Specifically, a non-r'eflexiva Banach 8pace X is

giyen for which there' is a J~ 0 such that if fI xII =UYIl = 'zn =,1, tpen

there is a choice of signs ~or which Ux..tyi z\\~ )-J. To describe

X, let s bumE be s sequence {xn\ for which there is an interval ~
and • number a such·that xn=O if n,I end xn=a if n~I.

For a number ~ <.. 1 but nearly 1, let r J be a functional"' whose domain

i8 the set of 811 sequences of real n~berB with finite support which

have represen~ationl!l as 11 i , where each r" consists 01' mt disjoint

bumps with equa1 absolute altitudes 8i' the quotient of the absolute

81ti tude of a bump, in ~ ( end the absolute 81ti tude of a bump in ~.J

for ijj is ~p for some integer PF 0, and [xl =(z.... mi Si2). ~'or

each arbitrary sequence x with finite support, let

11 xii = inff2-t~l xkJJ'
where the inf is ·over all representations x= l."xk wi th xk in the..
domain off J. The counter example x is the comp+etion of this

normed 8p8ce.

W.J.DAVIS: Some remarks 'on·the lr~problem
I

W.B. Johnson end J. Lindenstrauss) .

Every non-reflexive B-space contains l~ if end only if whenever.

X i8 non-re~lexivet there exists Q space Y, finitely represented in X

with y-~y non-reflexive.' The technique i8 based on the argument of

H.C. James /"Uniformi1y non-square Benach spaces" /. Two classes

of' spaces are introduced the ()( th dual of X where oe: i~ any

even ordinal number and, ~or any non-reflexive space, a separable

function space W, finitely repreaented in X which haB non-separable
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dual. !n the first class, if J is the quasi-reflexive space cf James,

then J = J + J, and J /J is infinite dimensional. In the

eecond cl.as, there are spaces W 11 •

CH.STEGALL: Separable Hanach spaces wi~h non-separable duals.
-

The lecturer's results about separable ~anach spaces with non-

-separable duals are discussed slong with arecent example of R.C.

James. Last year the lecturer proved that if ~ is a aeparable and
~ .

~x~ is not. then X doea not have the Radon-rlikodym property. This

summer H.C. James has construeted a Banaeh spaee ~, such that ~4

18 separable and H~·non-sep8rable,,but B· has no subspace isomorphie

to 1 1 / he has reeently shown that every in~inite dimensional subspace

cf ß has a Bubspaee isomorphie to 12/. The lecturer has shown that

B~ also has the following properties: Bi is pre-weakly compact;

B· i8 sequentially dens~ in e·w ; B~·~has the Radon-Nikodym property

end is weakly compactly generated. The main property is that B~~/B

is isometrie to the Hilbert 8p8ce of the dimension eontinuum.

/ The above results about B were also proved by J. Lindenstrauss/

Y.BENYAMINI: An example of Tzirelson of 8 re~lexive, infinite

dimensional space .hieh does not contain SUbsp8~es isomorphic to lp.

~ An example constructed by Tzirelson was presented. This is an ex-
/

ample cf a reflexive Hanach space with an. unconditional basis whieh does

not contain any symmetrie basic sequence. In particular it does not

eontein Co or any ~p. The.same i8 true about the conjugate of the space.

~his gives a counter-example for a long standing problem.

ST.KWAPIEN: On the modulus cf smocthness end convexity end the

Rademacher averages.of trace class Sp (after N. Tomczak) .

We prove that the modulus of smoothness end convexity in Sp
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8p8ce is of the same' order QS fn Lp space. More exactly i:f f X.'

I' resp~ J X / denotes the modulus of smoothness / reep. of convexity/

o~ a Banach spece 'x, then for each 1 ~ p~ aO -we can find constants

These complete results of McCarthy and Dixmier. Ano~her resutts are

:following: if' p ~ 2 Iresp. 2 ~ P l. 00 I then there exists a constant e
C such that for each A, , ••• ,An € Sp there holds

(SilL Ai~i (t)~l dti q Iresp.$:! C(2 HA;I/ 2)1.
o

.Here ri (t) denotes the Rademacher syst·em. These again show that SI'

bllhaves similary to Lp spac.es.

H.P.ROSENTHAL: The hereditary p~oblem for-weakly-compactly gene-

rated Banach 8paces.

A Banach space is said to be weakly'co~pactly generated / WeG/

i~ it ha8 & weakly compact aubset which generaies the space. It is

proved that there exists'8 probability measure ~ on same measurable

space end a closed linear subspace Y of' L1fjJ, which is not WCG.

Since Ll~) is obviausly WCG, this solve8 the heredity problem f'or Jif
spaces in the negative. The particular Y constructed i5 the span o~

a certain family of independent random variables and has additional
) .

~ special properties such 88 the following one : the unit ball of Y·,

in its weakf topology, i8 homeomorphic to a wea~ly compact subset

.1

I

cf some Banach space. ~his discovery also led to the following

compact sabaet of same Banach space if and only if it has a point
/

i
topological result: 8 compact Hausdorff spBce i8 homeomorphic to a weakl~

i
I

aeparating ~-point-fi~ite family of open F~'s. Some recent remarkable

results in logic are applied to show the undecideability ef certain

ether problems concerning WeG Banach spaces.                                   
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J.LINDENSTRAUSS: Same rem&rks on WCG soaces (joint work

with W.B. Johnson) .

A simple example is presented of 8 Banach space X such that X·

is WeG and has"an uncanditional basis without X being weG. This space haB

also the property that it has a aeparating sequence cf functi~nals

without being isomorphie to 8 subspace of l~ • The following theorem

is proved : Let X be 8 Banach space such that X· is WeG anq XcY

~with Y weG, then X itself is weG.

Y.BENYAMINI: Constants cf simultaneous extension cf continuous

functions.

We show that if S is the unit.ball cf a non-separable Hilbert

space with its weak topoloBYt then for every A~ 1 there exists 8

.compact" Hausdorf.f .space .. ~A containing S. such that the constant of

simultaneous extension fram C(S) to C(K".) is exactly ~ • This gives

a negative ansver to a problem raised by CorsonTLindens.trausB and

Pelczynaki, 8S to whether these constants have to be /oddl integers.

D.DACUNHA-CASTELLE: On embeding between Crlicz spaces,

We study the problem of embed~ing 8 symetric basis space into

_an CrIicz spece. of f'unctions on (0, 1). using probabälli ty tools.

The resul t 1s the following: Ir B 4 .Lp then B~ Cf\D

C is the space of sequences spanned by a sequence of normed funct~on8

in Lp with disjoint support end D is 8 8pace cf aequences spanned by

exchangeable random variables •

.N.J.NIELSEN: The Orlicz spaces ~ 0,

, It is weIl known fact that LpC",,,o) i~ isomorphic to LJO,l) , . end

there~ore it is natural to sskt whether this'property characterises the
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L spaces among symetric function spaces. In this lecture we investiga1p

te this question f'or the class ocr Orlicz function spac.~s ~ (o t oU) ,
'"'-

end d~scus~ the isomorphie properties of the spaces 1M 0 .

Let in the following M be a fixed Orlicz function and put

-~(o,oO) ::CönV1N~C(O,1): j t6R: N(x)= M(t~) M(t)-I}

We prove the ~ollowing res~lts.

Theorem 1. The unite vector basi~ of an Orlicz sequence space

IN iso equivalent to a sequenee 01' 1'unetions in ~(O,-) with mutuale

disjoint Bupport~ if ~. only if N is equivalent to $ function in

~(o,~)

, Theorem 2. x~€ C~(o, c:o}~==). x p equivalent to 8 function in

~(O,-)~) Pt[O<M'ßM)IJ[oe.;,rM], where the intervals are

aesociated to' 1M and ~·(o,oo) respeetively.

The!'rem ,. If Lrl (0, 1) embeds isomorphically into ~ (0, 00) . '

~nd max (t M' f;) L.. 2 t then there _is a constant K/,0 so that

M (x) f K N(x) x·~ 1 •

Theorem 4. If max(tM' P';) ~2 or min(OlM' 0<;) ';> 2 .nd

~(o,~)· ia re~lexive and isomorphie to 8 symmetrie function

spae~~ (0,1), then· X is isomorphie to· ~(0,1).

Theorem 5. Let M satisfy the conditions above and

lim M(tx) M(tJ-1 = x P for same p#2, then ~(O,oo) is. isomorphie

~:-a ~ymmetrie funetion spaee on (0,1), i1' and omly i1' Mis equiv81~
to xp •

Theorem 6. lf ~ (0,00) is isomorphie to ~ (0,1) then

sup ä(~ (0,1), ~(O,l)<oo , where Ms (x) = M(sx) M (x) -1 for x ~ 1.
J S

From Theorem 6 if fellows that the general question in the

beginning has an affirmative answer, if the following problem is

solved positively If sJup J(~s (0, 1), r;.~ (0, 1)) ~oo does there

exist a constant k>O so that'

k- 1 M(x) ~Ms(x} ~kM(x,> for x>/l, O<'sfl.
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G.DANKERT: .ractorisation and.products cf Orlicz spaces.

To arbitrary Orlicz functions M" ••• ,~ 8 function Q can be

constructed such that Q(xl" • • ,Xn)f t. Mi(xi) ~or 0 ~ xi· ~ 00 ,-

with equality for psrticular n-tuples (x" ••• ,xn ) (generalised Youhg

)
-1inequality • Mi' denotes the inverse function ·of Mi: ~. is the

).

Orlic z space generated by Mi over a er -fini te measure space,

~urnished .ith the Crlicz ~orm ~nd Ä~i := f ~l'" ~n \ ~i l:: Iy)
~et Mo be an Crlicz fU~ction, then the ~ollowing conditions are

. equivalent: (i) ~ c JL~. ; .lii} ...j ~") Q. : Q (x) ~ Mo(Kx) for all
o ,.".. ). -1 -1 -1'

x mod)"; (iii) -j L;> 0: I.M~ (x) ~ Ml6+ •• Mn (x) ~or a11 x mod/.

In thie esse there exists· an N?O end for each f ~ 1.._ exist f E- I~_
14 i ~1.

~ 0

f=f, ••• :r andl:f11 f·U M· f NÜrtI M··• Inverting "c" reep
'-.. n "=1 1 i . 0

in Li), •• "., .Ü-i1) yields condi tions . (i ') , ••• , (iii') equivalent to

(iv~)-jN/O 1J.71~iIM~Nfrll~iqM. ~orall ~i€I.y.·
":4 0 \~... ~ 1

P.ENFLO: F8ctorisation cf Lp-spaces.

It is known that if C(o,l)",X+Y then Xe- CCO,l)' or .Y,,-C(O,l).

For Ip and Co i~ 18 even known that every complemerited infinite

-dimensional subspac:e 18 isom<9rphic to the whole space. We prove

here that if Lp(O,l}ev X+Y then X,,-,LpCO,1} or Y"'~(O,l}. 'For

_ > 1 this is do.ne by constructing a reproduction o~ the Haar system

in LpCO,l) 'on whic:h one of the maps Lp~O,l} -? X ~(o,v ~ y

given by -the projection is itself an isomorphism. Thus X or Y has

a subspace isomorphie to Lp (O,l). By the construction this subspace

i8 complemented end by a result of Pelczynski X'-Lp(O,l) or Yrv~(O,l).

For p=l a somewhat di~~erent appRroach is us~d.
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. W.B.JOHNSON: Subspaces of Lp .hieh embed into Ip (joint

work with T. 0gell)

I:t' X ia a subspace of ~ (= Lp [0, 1]) for 2 (. P l-. and no subspace

of'X is isomorphie to 12 , then X i8 isomorphie to 8 subspaee of Ip.

Thie main result end previou8~Y known ~.cts yie1d that • separab1e

,.lp epace (l,(p ~-) either is isomorphic to lp or contains a subspace

isomorphie .t-o 12- For lL...p(2, a weaker version of the .ain result

,ia proved: I:t' X is • subspace of Lp :t'or· 1 L P L 2 . and there is a con9t

M so·that every normalized basic sequence in X is M eqiivalent to the

uni te vector baeis of Ip' ·then. X 18 isomorphie to • eubspaceof Ip .

,providea' X admit8 an uncond~tional fini te dimensioaal 'deeomposition.

B.MAUREY: Caract4risation d'une classe d'espaces de Banach par
(

des ~ropri~t'e de a~ries a14atoires vectorielles. '

On earact'rise lee 8spaces de ~anach E qui ne contiennent pas

de 1~ uniformfment / reep: pas de l~ uniform4ment. I, c'est a' .dire

que la borne in:t'~rieure de; dietancee ,deo 'l~ I,reep: l~ / 8UX s~ua

espacee de dimension n d~ E~tend vers l'infini avec n~ Qn d4signe par

(rn(t))la suit~ desfonctions de Hademecher sur [q,U .Pour que E

~e contienne pas de l~ uniform'ment / resp:-pas de l~ uniform~ment I, '
il faut et il suf't:i t qu' 11 existe un nombre re~l p, 1 <. p,_ . et ._

une conetante C tele que I'on ait pour toute suite (xn ) de.~ect~urs de E :

. (2: 11 xnll p)40~ :f~ZXn rn (üU dt 4 .

( reep: JIL xn rn(tH dt f c(Z Ilxnl/') ,

Ces r~8ult8ts sont du~ , G. Pisier et moi meme •

.J.HOFFMANN-J~RGENSEN: Types end cotypes cf B-sp8ee~.

Let E be a Banach space. (W.F,P) a probability space and

a Bernouilli sequence defined on (W,F,P)_ Then we define :

C(E) =~ ~j) Il:jXj converges a.s. j

[..
J
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eP [E) = {(X j) ( l [jX j converges 'in LP(E) J 0 ~ P ~ ...,

aCE) = ~ (X -)1 t. E:·x. is bounded a.8·5
I J j~" J J

~P(E) =~ (X.) I tE'X, is bounded i~ LP(EH 0 {,Pf 00

J i.:4 J J
Tx = ~ ~.x.. for x= 6c -) & C(E)

.J·~f 'J J J

S (1.') =(I.: (Ej1.') );:1· for 1.'bL
1 CE)

It is weIl known that C(E) = CP(E} V O'==pLQoO .nd alE) = SP(E)"

end that T (e (E») is closed subspace of LP(E) 1.'or a11 0 ~ P l:,oo I

and that }}~ f([l) = 0 for a11 fn1( E). E is said to be

of type p i:f and only if IP(E)~ CCE) (/iF) IP(E) ~ S(E»)

of weak cotype q if and only if C(E) ~ lq(E) (1;;:) B(E)f;. lq(E»)

of strong cotype q Hand only if S(r.O'>(E))~ lq(E)(<=)S(Ll+(E)C.l~

'where Lt +(E) = iJ LP (E) •
p.,~

Theorem 1. Let 0 4.. r <'00 , then the following statements are

equivalent:

(i) E is of type p

(
•• ) ::J C :7 (1EIIZe·x· (t}i ~ c (i II)(j)jpr~ \I.. , V...... .x~
11 ~ i:o-t:J J ..

(Bi). -I e :7 11: I/Xl +. ~ •• +Xn" p ~ C (Eil Xl" p•• • • + E ftXn/l p)

V n~' 1, VXl , .••• ,Xn independent r. v~ of mean 0

(iv) i Xn converges, whenever (Xn) are independent r. v.· with mean 0

. end f IE Axn " P "00
1 .., .,

(v) n-? Xj -~ 0 8.8., whenever {XrJ are independent r.v. with

mean 0 and ~ n-PlElx II P <00.., n

Theorem 2. Let O~ r~oo then the following statements are

equivalent: (i) E is of weak cotype q

(U) -3 C ; (a= II? t'J' X
J
' /I'J~ q c. c? 11 Xi11t)t V.. V ~A'.· ,..x..

(iii) .je ~EftXl+••• +Xnl,q~·C(EnxlQq+.·.+JEJXn,q)
V n q 1 t \f Xl '.••• ,Xn independent r. v.' of meen 0

(iv) l E IIx llq"oo, whenever (Xn) are independent r.v. so ~hat
~ n '

~ Xn converges a.s. end s~p UXn ' is q-integrable

Theorem :3. Let E and .F' be B-space and (. J.) a normdeterI&ing biline&
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-1 -1 1 h · f ·form on E X F. If P + q = t t en we have: E 18 0 type p 1f and

only if F is of strong cotype q.

Theorem 4. The following statements are equivalent : (i) B~(E) f: Co (E)

lii) . BC>O(E) = COG(E) (iii) Co 1: E "

Theorem 5. The following stateme'nts are 'equivalent :

(i) B-(E)~co(E) ~i) B(E).= CCE) (iii)

(iv) co "$ LP CE) for same 0 ~.p <"00

ST.KWAPIEN: A general form of' s" linear operator in the "space

of all measurable fun~tions.

In the talk it is proved that the-general form 6~ 8 linear operator

in the sp&ce of all measurable functions ia the following one :

Ax (t ) "'.~ l'. (t) x (P i (t) )

. where iri\ end Jtii ar~ sequences which fulfills·the conditiona

1/ ~ <t'"i i is a aequence of measurable functions such that

~i(t) F 0 far intinitely many i on a set cf meaBure 0

2/ i~i~ is a sequence of measurable transformations such that

counter image cf a set of' measure z.ero is of measure zero.

A. SZANKOWSKI: A proof of Dvoretzky ~B' the"o"reI!l.

The weIl known Dvoretzky's theorem seys that for any k .and € ~oe,
there exists n (k t f,) such that i:f x. I is an n-dimensional B-space

with n~n(k,f) then" there nists EcX, dimE = k and d(E,l~)!- 1+(

(d denotes the B8nach-MQ~ur distance). The original proo~ of this

theorem is very di~ficult and not quite s8tisf8Cto~. The present proof

bases on the same ideas aB the original one, hut is much simpler

enc differs from that in the difficult p8rt~
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N.J.KALTON: Banach spaces o~ compact operators.

Let E and F be Banach spaces and let K(E,F) be the Benach space

o~ compact operators .T::E~ F. It is shown that i1' K(E ,F) contains

a copY of ~,then either E contains & com~lemented copy of 1 1

or F contains copy of ~ • Under the additional assumption that E

has an unconditional finitedime~sion81 expansion o~ the identity it

i8 shown that K(E,ry iso complemented in L{E,F) i:f and only i:r :

KlE,F)= L(E,F).
e

--l.
!

,;
; I

G.PISIER: A new proof o~ the Grothendieck ~nequality and an

application to the space LO, (joint work with 9. Maurey).

Using Ky Fan's fixed point theorem, we generalise classical result

on subspaces of Lq' on which the p- and q-norms are equivalent

( 0 {. p .(., q ,"00), in order to obtain the:

Proposi tion. Let H be the 0(1"" t11) -compact set of the extrema1

points of the unit ball of l~. There exists 8 constant J end a

number ~ ~JO,l[ such that : for every probability measure \ on H,

there exists a probability measure 1\ on H with the property :

VXfR. i (JI~)('I)ILJ~llJ)4 f) (.,~l cqO 11\({l<.x.pI7,-J)~o(j
Ii

The Grothendieck theorem (L (LI t L2 ) =7ij (LI t L2)) follows easily t as

weIl '88 its strengthened version, due to B. Maurey : L(L1 ,L2) = .71
0

(L t ,L2) ...

~entua11Yt we deduce from the proposition that if (J2.~) 18 8

probability sp8ce and if (Xn) is an unconditionally convergent serie8

in LO(~~)then the series ~cnXn converges in L~J~) whenever (Cn '

is 8 bounded sequence of scalars.

T.FIGIEL: Yactorisation o~ westl, compact operators and'related

topics.

This is areport of the joint work with a.J. Davis, W.B. Johnson

and A. Pelczynski. A simple construction is presented, which yields
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facts such aa n Every weakly compact operator f'actors throagh 8 reflex'

ive space", "Separable conjugate spaces embed into spaces with

boundedly complete basis". Several, old end new, results are

immidiate corollaries".

\
D.J.H.GARLING:. Diagonal mappings between seguence 8paces.

Some general results are obtained about r-nuclear, r-integral

end r-summing mapings ~rom one sequence space into another. These 4It
are used to give a nearly co~plete characterisation of such

mappings from one Ip-space to another, extenöing results of

Schwartz end Tang.

I.SINGER: On the extension of basic "sequences to bases.

A. Petczynski end H.P•.Roaenthal have raised the problem

whether far every basis sequence (Yn ) in a Banach space E with

basis there exists a permutation (y O(n») which can be extended to

(iee. 18 a subsequence Cf) a basis of E. We S?OW that the ansver

ie negative, namely there exist even a B8~ach space E with a

basis end a subspace . Ge. E witb a basis, such' that no b.asis of G earl

be extended to a basis mf E.

D. VAN DULST: On semi~norming subspaeesof 8 conjugate

Banach spaces.-·

Let E be a separable BaDach spac~, E~ its conjugate and V

a w·-dense subspsce of E-. Kadec and Pe}czy~ski have shown that

if the-characteristic r(~ of V is positive, then there exists

on E an equivalent norm 8'1 -- UI for which the following two cond i tions

are 8atisfied:

(K1) xn-~ X o for o-(E, V) =;:> 11m' IJlxnlll ~ 111 xoUI

(K2 ) xn~xo for c;{E,V) and ...l!,~ II/xnl~ =lUxoll/ ;:>/llxn - xolll-=> 0
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Kedec has raised the Question whether r(V)JO is a necessary ~ondition

for such 8 renorming to be possible. We show by an example that the

answer to this question is negative.

ST.TROYANSKY: Cn moduli cf convexity of Crlicz.spsces,

( joint work wi th R.P. Malee.v)

Let for a Banach sp8ce X dX denote the modulus of convexity

end fx denote the modulus of smoothness.

Theorem 1. Let Mtt) be an Orlicz function such that 1M is

a reflexive space. Then there exist Crlicz function N~~ equivalent

to Ma) and positive eonstants cM' ey, ~ end KM such that :

Cyj !, J;.N(~) e-2 (in:!{M (au) (M (8»)-1, 0 (.8 !i, 1, €!f u f lJ)~ 1!
--!

kM 6)1 (t) c-2(sUP\M(aU)(MCa~-1.Q(.af.l; ffUfl}) fKMN

, :ror 0 c:: ~ ~ 1. Moreoverj :far every Crlicz function Q (1.) equivalent

to M~), exist positive constants AQ and BQ Buch that

ll/~) q AQ dl~[) and~lJf)~ BQ )l~f) ·

In particular f'or M(t) = t P, p..., 1 we obtain ~ N(t) = t P and ,..

becames the claseicsl ineQualities.

Theorem 2. If 2 ~~t ~M] then for every Benach space X isomorphie

-to 1M there exist positive constants Ax and Ex such that

cll (E)~AX Sx(l) and)l (f,)~ Bx )X(E)
N N

P. Wojtaszczyk / WarSZaW8 /
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